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Intel’s “Strategic Inflection Points” Intel’s “Strategic Inflection Points” 
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Secrets of Continued Success:Secrets of Continued Success:

Strategic planning cycleStrategic planning cycle
ParanoiaParanoia

–– Kill your own technology …Kill your own technology …
…  or someone else will!…  or someone else will!

Focus on executionFocus on execution
–– Best ideas are not sufficientBest ideas are not sufficient
–– Ideas evolve to strategies and Ideas evolve to strategies and 

execution roadmapsexecution roadmaps

Nurture Nurture internal innovationinternal innovation
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Success and failure stories:Success and failure stories:

Numeric coNumeric co--processorsprocessors
Developed in Israel for the early 80’sDeveloped in Israel for the early 80’s

1st product (the 8087) was “high risk”1st product (the 8087) was “high risk”
–– No other group at Intel wanted to do itNo other group at Intel wanted to do it

2nd generation products2nd generation products
–– From technology focus to market focusFrom technology focus to market focus
–– Keep it simpleKeep it simple

The end: no more coThe end: no more co--processorsprocessors
–– Technology allowed integration into the CPUTechnology allowed integration into the CPU

Main lesson: Take a risk if nobody else is willing to
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Success and failure stories:Success and failure stories:

Early RISC ideasEarly RISC ideas
Failures are importantFailures are important
–– N3, P67: innovative product ideas conceived in N3, P67: innovative product ideas conceived in 

Intel Israel during the 80’sIntel Israel during the 80’s
–– Both were engineeringBoth were engineering--driven (RISC technology)driven (RISC technology)
–– Were not compatible with the old softwareWere not compatible with the old software
–– Both were approved, started and cancelledBoth were approved, started and cancelled

The lesson: Smart technology is not enough
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Success and failure stories:Success and failure stories:

The RISC vs. CISC war at IntelThe RISC vs. CISC war at Intel

This processor was introduced in parallel with 486. This processor was introduced in parallel with 486. 
The lesson: Initial camouflage can work! 

““To get under the management radar To get under the management radar 
screen that guarded our screen that guarded our 
compatibility dogma, compatibility dogma, the engineers the engineers 
and technical managers who and technical managers who 
believed in RISC camouflaged their believed in RISC camouflaged their 
effortsefforts and advocated their chip as and advocated their chip as 
an auxiliary one that would work an auxiliary one that would work 
with the 486” . [ Andy Grove, “Only with the 486” . [ Andy Grove, “Only 
the paranoid survive”, 1996]the paranoid survive”, 1996]
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Success and failure stories:Success and failure stories:

Pentium™ ArchitecturePentium™ Architecture

The lesson: Open, intensive 
debate is important  for influence 
from below

““Don’t kill the golden goose” Don’t kill the golden goose” -- a message sent by a message sent by 
Israeli engineers in the midst of RISC/CISC Israeli engineers in the midst of RISC/CISC 
debates at Inteldebates at Intel
Proposed technical elements for Pentium™ design Proposed technical elements for Pentium™ design 
Had to convince management that both high Had to convince management that both high 
performance and compatibility were possibleperformance and compatibility were possible
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Success and failure stories:Success and failure stories:

The P6 (Pentium Pro™)The P6 (Pentium Pro™)
Motorola/IBM/Apple  “ Power PC”  threatMotorola/IBM/Apple  “ Power PC”  threat
A start up team in Oregon A start up team in Oregon -- far away from far away from 
silicon valleysilicon valley
Stretch technology and riskStretch technology and risk
–– ConceptConcept-->Refinement>Refinement--> Realization> Realization

Result: World’s fastest processor, inroads Result: World’s fastest processor, inroads 
beyond Personal Computersbeyond Personal Computers

Lessons: - Competitive threat helps
- Balance innovation and execution
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Success and failure stories:Success and failure stories:

MMX™ Multimedia TechnologyMMX™ Multimedia Technology
A technique borrowed from supercomputersA technique borrowed from supercomputers
Driven by H/W and S/WDriven by H/W and S/W engineersengineers
in Israel and U.S.Ain Israel and U.S.A
1st extension of Intel Architecture in 10 years1st extension of Intel Architecture in 10 years
UpUp--hill battle to convince managementhill battle to convince management
Collaboration between H/W and S/W guysCollaboration between H/W and S/W guys

The lesson:  find partners
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Success and failure stories:Success and failure stories:

The  “Value PC”The  “Value PC”
In 1997, PC’s priced <$1000 emergedIn 1997, PC’s priced <$1000 emerged
Intel needed to quickly reduce product cost Intel needed to quickly reduce product cost 
for the new market segmentfor the new market segment
Intel Israel initiated innovative methodsIntel Israel initiated innovative methods
END RESULT: Market volume did not END RESULT: Market volume did not 
materialize, the project was cancelledmaterialize, the project was cancelled

Lesson: Sometimes the initiative 
is in “how to do it differently”

(process innovation)
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Success and failure stories:Success and failure stories:

Pentium M and Mobile ComputingPentium M and Mobile Computing

Lessons: 
- Yesterday’s failure can lead to      

tomorrow’s success

- Listen to the Cassandras

““Side effect” of the cancelled Value PC Side effect” of the cancelled Value PC 
chip: A very low power consumption!chip: A very low power consumption!
Added wireless network accessAdded wireless network access
This became Intel’s platformThis became Intel’s platform
for mobile computingfor mobile computing
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"Right now, the 
Israeli design 
approach is 
sweeping 
through Intel"
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Summary of  “Lessons”Summary of  “Lessons”

Planning + ParanoiaPlanning + Paranoia
RiskRisk--taking culturetaking culture
Open debateOpen debate
Balance innovation Balance innovation 
with executionwith execution
Competition helpsCompetition helps

Technology isn’t allTechnology isn’t all
OK to camouflage OK to camouflage 
until you have until you have 
evidenceevidence
Find partnersFind partners
Process innovationProcess innovation

Company Individual

Innovation often happens  “despite management”,
but managers work hard

to enable and apply creativity!
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Creativity in OrganizationsCreativity in Organizations

Why is it difficult?Why is it difficult?

–– Paradigm shiftParadigm shift
–– Organizational issues:Organizational issues:

–– Resistance to changeResistance to change
–– Organizational learningOrganizational learning
–– Conflict: Innovation vs. ExecutionConflict: Innovation vs. Execution
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Some aspects of an Some aspects of an 
“Applied creativity” model“Applied creativity” model
(joint work in progress with S. (joint work in progress with S. MaitalMaital and D. and D. PerlmutterPerlmutter))

Conceiving new ideasConceiving new ideas
–– Creative peopleCreative people
–– Creative processCreative process

Choosing  a good ideaChoosing  a good idea
Managing implementationManaging implementation
–– ScheduleSchedule
–– Conflict resolutionConflict resolution
–– Maintaining a culture of creativityMaintaining a culture of creativity


